Lecture: Saturday June 20, 2020 11:00 am

Jung and the Astrological Timepiece: A
Skyful of Archetypes
In Honour of Rix Weaver
With Brian Clark
Astrology and psychoanalysis have similar root metaphors as both
disciplines involve questions of birth right and the human soul.
Psychoanalysis is microscopic exploring psychodynamic images,
while astrology is telescopic considering heavenly symbols; but both
consider the fate of the human and collective soul. No wonder Jung
was attracted to astrology from an early age. While astrology had always personified the god-like
archetypes as the planets, Jung revived them on the inner landscape. As ‘personifications of
unconscious contents’, the gods now revealed themselves on the psychic topography, just as the
earliest astrologers had observed the gods in the constellations. Now the archetypal images had
sanctuary in sky and psyche. In our lecture we will consider astrology
through the eyes of Carl Jung.
Brian Clark is the creator of the Astro*Synthesis distance learning program which has been shaped
from his experience as an astrological educator over the past 40 years(www.astrosynthesis.com.au).
Brian has his MA in Classics and Archaeology from the University of Melbourne and has been honoured
with lifetime membership from the state, national and professional astrological organizations in
Australia. His books and articles have been translated into numerous languages. He has written many
books, including The Family Legacy, Astrological Imprints on Life, Love and Relationship (2016);
Vocation, The Astrology of Career, Creativity and Calling (2016) and From the Moment We
Met: The Astrology of Adult Relationships (2018). His most recent book is Soul, Symbol and
Imagination: The Artistry of Astrology.
Venue: TO BE HELD ONLINE ON ZOOM
To Register contact the President, Brittain Garrett at president@jungwa.org
Upon confirmation of payment a zoom link and password will be sent to you.
Cost: Members FREE , $5 (concession), $10 (general)

CG Jung Society of WA (Inc) www.jungwa.org
Correspondence and enquiries to the President
Brittain Garrett 0417 958 658 email: president@jungwa.org

To Rix
In the late 1980s I often visited Perth to facilitate workshops for the local astrological
group sponsored by Barbara Brackley (Rix’s Daughter) – and sometimes I would
also speak to the Jung Society – I remember those days fondly. I was blessed to stay
with Barbara and spend many hours discussing our mutual appreciation of the art of
astrology.
This is when I first met Rix Weaver and we also spent many hours together when I
was in Perth. I would visit her each morning in her flat behind Barb’s house and we
would have a ritual exchange – I would discuss her chart with her, and she would
discuss my dreams with me.
Like many others at the CG Jung Institute in Zurich, Rix would often have her chart
read by Carl Jung’s daughter Gret Baumann-Jung, who was an astrologer. I was
fascinated to know how Gret approached charts, as well as Rix’s experience of this;
given her daughter too was an astrologer. My times with Rix were memorable, as
the spectrum of psychological and spiritual traditions were open for discussion. I
was introduced to new ways of thinking about many psychological theories and
sacred practices. I was blessed to be invited into Rix’s group where she would
discuss Sufism and its philosophy. She introduced me to Rumi – I look back and
recognize how blessed I was to have sat with her. My fondness for the poetry of
Rumi has matured, but I still remember the impact of the sweet introduction to the
mystic that she gave to me.
There was always a twinkle in her eye – a mischievous spirit I happily colluded
with. We laughed. I was always entranced by her stories of studying in Zurich and
of her experience of her teacher C.G. Jung. Sometimes I wondered about her
amplification of the story (she was a Sagittarian!) but it was all part of the wonderful
exchange we found ourselves in – one story I will never forget is…
One day Rix was talking about Jung’s aversion to being put on pedestal and how he
often would do something to sever the spell of the projection. This day when Rix
was in the auditorium with many of his followers and students, Carl Jung stood on
the stage behind the lectern. The room was still; everyone was silent with all eyes on
him. The atmosphere was expectant and reverent. Then Carl Jung reached down and
picked something up, and threw it into the audience. It was a brightly coloured
beach ball! Like the audience that day I was shocked and then I broke into a gale of
laughter. Rix had taught me an important lesson, one she must have learnt that day
the beach ball went into the audience, and that was to not be inflated nor caught up
in becoming the projection of others - and to value the trickster whenever he shows
up.
I can still see your bright eyes and your smile that lights your face. Thank you Rix
From Brian

